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Key Findings

Excelling in the social media space is no easy feat; but there is a roster of
Canadian brands that are making it look easy. 
 
influenceTHIS has partnered with Cue Digital and Tagger Media to
identify the top three companies across nine different industry
categories that are excelling in the social space. 
 
To do this, we identified Canadian social accounts that have a minimum
of 20% Canadian followers and also experienced the largest follower
growth across Instagram, Facebook, Youtube and Twitter for Q1 2019.
We then looked at the engagement rates for each company across their
platforms, and the social strategies they have employed to generate
results. 
 
Here are the findings.

The average engagement rate for the quarter is 3.01% (average of all
platforms).
The average follower growth rate for the quarter is 6.52% (average of
all platforms)
There is a continued trend of Canadian brands focusing their social
efforts on Instagram.
There is a continued focus on fostering engagement with followers,
whether that be through contests that require Likes, Follows, and/or
Comments, or captions that are written to spark conversation.
Instagram is delivering the highest engagement rate across the
accounts and platforms we analyzed.
There has been a shift towards more video content, which also
includes Instagram Stories and Facebook Stories. 
Brands are putting more effort and dollars behind the quality of the
content they are creating by showcasing professional, often edited,
photography and videography.
User-generated content is widely re-posted on Instagram. 
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CATEGORY TOP COMPANIES Q1 2019 GROWTH 

The Results
 

BEAUTY MAC
SHOPPERS DRUG MART

BENEFIT CANADA

4.62%
2.67%
0.59%

FASHION GARAGE CLOTHING
KNIX

ARDENE

5.02%
3.82%
3.63%

SPORT TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS
TORONTO RAPTORS
TORONTO BLUE JAYS

4.51%
4.28%
1.14%

QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS PIZZA HUT CANADA
KFC CANADA

PAPA JOHN'S CANADA

5.40%
2.82%
1.67%

TRAVEL PARKS CANADA
DESTINATION BC

EXPLORE CANADA

7.47%
6.34%
4.19%

* Q1 2019 Growth statistics based on Instagram, Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter subscriber growth rate from Jan 1 - Mar 31, 2019.



The Results
 

AUTOMOTIVE LAND ROVER CANADA
BMW CANADA

VOLKSWAGEN CANADA

15.89%
3.90%
3.20%

FINANCE TD BANK
RBC

SCOTIABANK

6.87%
6.80%
3.68%

NOT FOR PROFIT SICK KIDS INTERACTIVE
CDN CANCER SOCIETY

DAVID SUZUKI FDN

6.04%
3.95%
3.81%

CPG SIMPLY PROTEIN
GRACE FOODS CANADA

FLOW WATER

51.78%
12.27%
10.63%

CATEGORY TOP COMPANIES Q1 2019 GROWTH 

* Q1 2019 Growth statistics based on Instagram, Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter subscriber growth rate from Jan 1 - Mar 31, 2019.



Category:
Beauty

The top three social brands in
the Beauty category are MAC,
Shoppers Drug Mart, and
Benefit Canada.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Focusing their efforts on Instagram.

Following a consistent posting schedule.

Working with creators.

Running engagement-focused contests.

Using unique, branded hashtags.

 

The fastest growing Beauty brands for

Q1, 2019 have:

 

An average of 2.30% follower

growth across all platforms for the

quarter.

 

An average of 0.54% engagement

rate on Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 146,797 followers on

Instagram. 



All three companies work with creators to generate authentic content that speaks to their individual
audiences, while highlighting the brand and unique offerings. 

Shoppers Drug Mart and Benefit run Instagram contests which require entrants to engage by Following,
Liking, and Commenting.

MAC Cosmetics Canada uses unique hashtag #MACCANADIANBORN.



Category:
Fashion

The top three social brands in
the Fashion category are
Garage Clothing, Knix and
Ardene.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Featuring and encouraging user-

generated content with unique hashtags.

Strong use of Instagram Stories and video

content.

Curating the aesthetic and theme of their

feeds.

Running engagement-focused contests.

 

The fastest growing Fashion brands for

Q1, 2019 have:

 

An average of 3.90% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 1.2% engagement rate on

Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 332,069 followers on

Instagram.

 



Garage features and encourages user-generated content with a unique hashtag #iweargarage.

Ardene runs Instagram contests which require
entrants to engage by Following, Liking, and
Commenting.

Each company has a well curated feed, with a recognizable theme (pictured: Knix)



Category:
Sport

The top three social brands in
the Sport category are
Toronto Maple Leafs, Toronto
Raptors, and Toronto Blue
Jays.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Focusing their efforts on Instagram.

Following a consistent posting schedule.

Starting to post more video content. 

Putting a large focus on content that

highlights the players.

 

The fastest growing Fashion brands for

Q1, 2019 have:

 

An average of 3.31% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 2.03% engagement rate

on Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 

1,282,646 followers on Instagram 

1,810,640 followers on Facebook

1,958,743 followers on Twitter



The Toronto Raptors feed shows a major
content focus on the team's players.

The Toronto Maple Leafs and Toronto Blue Jays
post dynamic video content on a daily basis. 



Category:
QSR

The top three social brands in
the QSR category are Pizza
Hut Canada, KFC Canada,
and Papa John's Canada.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Starting to post more video content.

Focusing their efforts on Instagram. 

Posting high quality photography.

 

The fastest growing QSR brands for Q1,

2019 have:

 

An average of 3.25% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 1.17% engagement rate

on Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 

14,058 followers on Instagram

30,362,435 followers on Facebook 

8,564 followers on Twitter

 

 

 



KFC Canada creates high quality video
content that is layered with a call-to-
action for engagement. 
 
All of the brand's channels have a
strong brand voice, which stands out
from competitors and is relatable to
their audience, which skews 13 - 17
years old.

Pizza Hut Canada posts a variety of high-quality
photography that is either interesting and engaging
to look at, or is relatable for the viewer.

Papa John's Canada posts high-quality
photography that is topical and shows brand
personality.



Category:
Travel

The top three social brands in
the Travel category are 
Parks Canada, Destination
BC, and Explore Canada.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Focusing their efforts on Instagram. 

Using multiple strategic hashtags per post

to increase exposure.

Featuring and encouraging user-

generated content.

 

The fastest growing Travel brands for

Q1, 2019 have:

 

An average of 5.93% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 1.73% engagement rate

on Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 

708,896 followers on Instagram

652,043 followers on Facebook

 

 



Explore Canada encourages user-generated content through the hashtag #ExploreCanada,
and populates their feed with captivating photography shot by fans.

Examples of posts by Parks Canada and Destination British Columbia use strategic hashtags in an
effort to increase exposure.



Category:
Automotive

The top three social brands in
the Automotive category are
Land Rover Canada, BMW
Canada, and Volkswagen
Canada.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Showing a clear focus with each post

(product, car). 

Posting high quality content (photo and

video).

 

The fastest growing Automotive brands

for Q1, 2019 have:

 

An average of 6.25% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 2% engagement rate on

Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 

67,626 followers on Instagram

35,988 followers on Twitter



Volkswagen Canada prominently features
its product in all content to ensure strong
messaging and association.

This BMW Canada tweet provides an example of
the high quality photography posted on their
channels, that always ties into the caption and
messaging.

Secondary example of Land Rover Canada's feed
prominently featuring the product.



Category:
Finance

The top three social brands in
the Finance category are TD
Bank, RBC, and Scotiabank.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Focusing their efforts on Instagram and

Youtube.

Leveraging brand and event partnerships

to create content and engagement.

Focusing on storytelling vs. straight

product/ service promotion.

 

The fastest growing Finance brands for

Q1, 2019 have:

 

An average of 5.69% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 0.53% engagement rate

on Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 

24,227 followers on Instagram

99,669 followers on Twitter 



TD Canada Trust leverages the opportunity to create content
around their offline events and brand partnerships. 

RBC focuses on telling the story of how their
products provide value and showcase an
aspirational lifestyle to followers.

Scotiabank aligns with festivals that share its
values, and leverages those partnerships to
create meaningful content.



Category:
Not for Profit

The top three social brands in
the Not for Profit category are
Sick Kids Interactive,
Canadian Cancer Society, and
David Suzuki Foundation.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Focusing on Instagram Stories to engage

their audiences.

Delivering informative, valuable content.

Delivering positive messaging that

provides hope.

 

The fastest growing Not for Profit

brands for Q1, 2019 have:

 

An average of 4.86% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 2.40% engagement rate

on Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 34,819 followers on

Instagram.



Sick Kids shares emotional content with a
hopeful message as a way to connect with
viewers on a very authentic level.

Canadian Cancer Society
educates and provides

valuable information through
their content.

David Suzuki Foundation
shares important

information through
high-quality, eye

catching video content.



Category:
CPG

The top three social brands in
the CPG category are Simply
Protein, Grace Foods Canada,
and Flow Water.

These companies are all doing the

following activities to create social

growth:

 

Publishing eye-catching, aesthetically

pleasing content. 

Following a consistent posting schedule.

 

The fastest growing CPG brands for Q1,

2019 have:

 

An average of 20.50% follower growth

across all platforms for the quarter.

 

An average of 2.23% engagement rate

on Instagram for the quarter.

 

An average of 

8,803 followers on Instagram

18,692 followers on Twitter

 

Note that all three accounts have under

30,000 followers, allowing for higher %

growth rates. 

 



Simply Protein creates content that is
visually appealing, while also

featuring their product and often
calling for engagement.

Grace Foods Canada posts beautiful, professionally
shot photos, and also provides value to viewers by
sharing recipes featuring their products.

Flow posts on Instagram on a daily basis,
and has curated a feed that is inviting and
sharable, while still featuring the product. 



About Cue Digital 
Cue Digital is focused on delivering elevated experiences for their clients.
They differentiate themselves by utilizing their service experts across
disciplines to create and capture experiences that people adore.
Their consumer-obsessed philosophy has lead them to build out an in-
house offering that includes content creation, amplification, and
distribution.

About Tagger Media
Tagger Media believes in the power of relationships through content
partnerships & influencer marketing. They take pride in connecting
innovative marketers with the foremost creators to reach consumers
with high-quality blogs, stories, videos, and more.
Whether you’re working with photographers, business professionals,
athletes or celebrities, their technology optimizes your workflow so you
can plan intelligently, discover efficiently, activate impactfully, and report
accurately.

About influenceTHIS
influenceTHIS is a business ecosystem that connects you to the people
and information you need to run effective influencer & social marketing
campaigns in Canada. Now in its 3rd year, influenceTHIS brings together
450 media & marketing executives for a day-long conference and a series
of think tanks throughout the year.

For more information on Canada’s Most Social Brands:
info@cuedigitalmedia.com
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